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Tell us about yourself

● Name you’d like to use (and its pronunciation)? 
● Pronouns you’d like to use for this class?
● What languages do you speak fluently?
● Anything else you’d like us to know

We have set up a Google Form here.

https://forms.gle/Axn6mwJC5NP2NyRF7


Map by Mike Connolly, kumeyaay.info

● We respectfully acknowledge that we live and work on the 
traditional unceded territory of the Kumeyaay Nation.

● The Kumeyaay (or Kumiai) language is spoken in the southern parts 
of what is now San Diego County and northwest Baja California. 
The community is divided by the border wall. 

● There are two main varieties of Kumeyaay: Ipai and Tipai.
 

● Kumeyaay is a member of the Yuman language family. 

● Recordings of Kumeyaay from 1907-2007 are archived at The 
Survey of California and other Indian Languages California 
Language Archive at UC Berkeley. 

● Recent recordings of Kumiai recorded in Baja California by Prof. 
Margaret Field (SDSU) and Dr. Amy Miller are archived at the 
Endangered Language Archive

● Recently published paper on Kumiai from UCSD: 
○ Mai, Anna, Andrés Aguilar & Gabriela Caballero. (2018). Ja'a 

Kumiai. Illustration of the IPA. Journal of the International 
Phonetic Association 1-14. 

https://cla.berkeley.edu/
https://cla.berkeley.edu/
https://www.elararchive.org/dk0357


What is Phonology?

Phonetics is the study of speech sounds – acoustics, articulation and auditory 
properties. 

Phonology is concerned with the sound patterns of spoken language
● what happens to speech sounds when they are combined to form larger 

units? 
● what is the distribution of sounds in a language? 
● how does this compare with other languages?
● what mental rules and processes are involved?

Phonological theory seeks to develop formal tools to analyze sound patterns 
across languages



Is there a phonology of 
sign languages?

While phonology is usually defined as applying to spoken languages, 
sign languages also show similar combinatorial constraints 

● signs that differ contrastively by one articulatory property – 
handshape, location, movement

● units of combination 
● distributional restrictions

Phonological theory also applies to sign languages



Phonology is also important for other areas of linguistics, such as:

First language acquisition
Why do children learning consonant clusters say [dʌk] for ’stuck’ and [so] for 
‘snow’?

Second language acquisition
Why do some adults learning English say [əstərit] for ‘street’?

Sociolinguistics
Why do speakers of different English dialects pronounce words like ‘think’ as 
[θɪŋk], [thɪŋk] or [fɪŋk], but not as [kɪŋk]?

Syntax
Tone can indicate syntactic differences (  ̀ = low tone, ́ = high tone):
Moro (Kordofanian, Sudan) 
ùdʒí gòbə̀lá ‘the man is short’ ùdʒí góbə̀lá ‘the short man’
làw lògə̀ná ‘the mosquito is big’ làw lógə̀ná ‘the big mosquito’



● sound distribution
● how units smaller than the segment are 

referenced and altered – features and 
natural classes

● how morphemes alternate in context
● typology of phonological processes across 

languages
● vowel harmony properties
● structure of the syllable
● tone patterns
● stress systems
● sign language phonology

In this course, you 
will learn about:



Turkish

Noun locative gloss 
a. kafa kafada head 
b. koro koroda chorus 
c. kum kumda sand 
d. jol jolda road 

Morphological analysis – determine what the morphemes of 
the complex word are



Turkish

Noun locative gloss 
a. kafa kafada head 
b. koro koroda chorus 
c. kum kumda sand 
d. jol jolda road 

Morphological analysis – determine what the morphemes of 
the complex word are

Roots: kafa, koro, kum, jol
Suffix: -da



Turkish

Noun locative gloss
e. kas kasta muscle 
f. raf rafta shelf 
g. hap hapta pill 
h. at atta horse 
i. ruh ruhta soul 



Turkish

Noun locative gloss
e. kas kasta muscle 
f. raf rafta shelf 
g. hap hapta pill 
h. at atta horse 
i. ruh ruhta soul 

Roots: kas, raf, hap, at, ruh
Suffix: -ta



Turkish
Two locative suffixes: -da and –ta

The two suffixes differ in voicing: voiced stop [d] vs. voiceless stop [t]

A voicing alternation may indicate that the two suffixes are 
phonologically conditioned alternants 

-da occurs after stems that end in vowels and [m] and [l] 
 (all voiced sounds)

-ta occurs after stems that end in [s f p t h] - voiceless obstruents
(obstruent = oral stops, fricatives, affricates)

What about after voiced obstruents? What do you predict? 



Turkish
Noun locative gloss
kaz kazda goose 
kav kavda kindling

The generalization holds! 

Voiced [d] occurs after all voiced sounds – vowels and both 
obstruent and sonorant consonants

The alternation reflects voicing assimilation, when two sounds 
become more alike by matching for their voicing property



Turkish
Which alternant is representative of the underlying form?

Does /t/ become [d] or does /d/ become [t]? 

Both rules are possible:

/t/ → [d] / voiced  ____
/d/ → [t] / voiceless ____

How do we decide?



Turkish
If there is no empirical way to tell from the data, look for the more general 
environment. 

Since voiced sounds include a wider range of sounds – vowels, sonorants and 
voiced obstruents - whereas voiceless is a smaller set, select the sound with 
the wider distribution to represent the underlying sound (or phoneme)

Voice assimilation: /d/ → [t] / voiceless consonants ____

/d/ is the target – the segment to which the phonological rule applies
/voiceless consonants ___   is the environment - the context in which the 
target occurs

This assumes another rule which we leave unexpressed, but implied:
/d/ → [d] / elsewhere



Wanca Quechua 
(Quechuan language spoken in Peru)

a. ˈcaki ‘dry’
b. liˈkalak ‘I saw you’
c. nipˈtiŋa ‘if he says it’
d. wasiːˈkuna ‘my houses’
e. cajˈpiːta ‘after that’
f. limaˈjalkaŋ ‘they are talking’

The position of stress (ˈ) is predictable. What is the pattern? 



Wanca Quechua 
(Quechuan language spoken in Peru)

a. ˈcaki ‘dry’
b. liˈkalak ‘I saw you’
c. nipˈtiŋa ‘if he says it’
d. wasiːˈkuna ‘my houses’
e. cajˈpiːta ‘after that’
f. limaˈjalkaŋ ‘they are talking’

The position of stress (ˈ) is predictable. What is the pattern? 



a. ˈcaki ‘dry’
b. liˈkalak ‘I saw you’
c. nipˈtiŋa ‘if he says it’
d. wasiːˈkuna ‘my houses’
e. cajˈpiːta ‘after that’
f. limaˈjalkaŋ ‘they are talking’

The position of stress (ˈ) is predictable. What is the pattern?
Answer: stress falls on the penultimate syllable (second from last) 

 

Wanca Quechua 
(Quechuan language spoken in Peru)



Huasteco 
(Mayan language spoken in Mexico)

a. ˈʔat’em ‘salt’ e. biːnoˈmaːts ‘one who gave’
b. ˈbuːts’iʔ ‘coward’  f. ˈhilkomatʃ ‘leftovers’
c. tsiˈjoːk ‘chin’ g. ˈɁaːʃuʃlom ‘field of garlic’
d. tseːmˈlaː ‘death’ h. huːˈtʃuːk’tʃik ‘blisters’

Larsen & Pike (1949)

The position of stress (ˈ) is predictable. What is the pattern? 
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(Mayan language spoken in Mexico)

a. ˈʔat’em ‘salt’ e. biːnoˈmaːts ‘one who gave’
b. ˈbuːts’iʔ ‘coward’  f. ˈhilkomatʃ ‘leftovers’
c. tsiˈjoːk ‘chin’ g. ˈɁaːʃuʃlom ‘field of garlic’
d. tseːmˈlaː ‘death’ h. huːˈtʃuːk’tʃik ‘blisters’

Larsen & Pike (1949)

The position of stress (ˈ) is predictable. What is the pattern? 



Huasteco 
(Mayan language spoken in Mexico)

a. ˈʔat’em ‘salt’ e. biːnoˈmaːts ‘one who gave’
b. ˈbuːts’iʔ ‘coward’  f. ˈhilkomatʃ ‘leftovers’
c. tsiˈjoːk ‘chin’ g. ˈɁaːʃuʃlom ‘field of garlic’
d. tseːmˈlaː ‘death’ h. huːˈtʃuːk’tʃik ‘blisters’

Larsen & Pike (1949)

The position of stress (ˈ) is predictable. What is the pattern?
Answer: stress falls on the rightmost long vowel; if there 
are no long vowels, it falls on the first syllable

 



● sound distribution
● how units smaller than the segment are 

referenced and altered – features and 
natural classes

● how morphemes alternate in context
● typology of phonological processes across 

languages
● vowel harmony properties
● structure of the syllable
● tone patterns
● stress systems
● sign language phonology

In this course, you 
will learn about:



For Thursday
● Come ready to solve phonology problems!
● Remember that Sections start in Week 2!
● Due to the pandemic, Sections will be online all quarter
● Lectures and sections should be recorded, please check Media tab
● Please attend the section that you registered for – if you can’t for 

some reason, you can attend another one, but even distribution 
really helps the TAs manage the numbers

● Please fill out the language background survey



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by 

Flaticon, infographics & images by Freepik 

Does anyone have any questions?
acmai@ucsd.edu

annamai.net/lign111.html

Thanks!

https://slidesgo.com/
https://www.flaticon.com/
https://www.freepik.com/

